Node label controlled (NLC) grammars are graph grammars (operating on node labeled undirected graphs) which rewrite single nodes only and establish connections between the embedded graph and the neighbors of the rewritten node on the basis of the labels of the involved nodes only. They define (possibly infinite) languages of undirected node labeled graphs (or, if we just omit the labels, languages of unlabeled graphs). Boundary NLC (BNLC) grammars are NLC grammars with the property that whenever -in a graph already generated -two nodes may be rewritten, then these nodes are not adjacent. The graph languages generated by this type of grammars are called BNLC languages.
Introduction
Node label controlled (NLC) grammars are graph grammars operating on node labeled undirected graphs. A production in an NLC grammar is a pair (d, Y), where d is a label and Y is a graph. Such a production is applicable to a node x in a graph X if and only if x is labeled by d. The rewriting process consists of (i) deleting x in X (together with incident edges), (ii) adding Y disjointly to the remainder of X and (iii) establishing connections between nodes in Y and ('former') neighbors of x in the remainder of X. This embedding is controlled by a so-called connection function variants within BNLC languages. First we demonstrate that there is a dependency between the chromatic number and the clique number of graphs in BNLC languages (while this is well-known not to be true for arbitrary graph languages). For example, we show that a BNLC language is of bounded chromatic number if and only if it is of bounded clique number. Secondly, we introduce a new graph invariant, the socalled index of a graph which seems to be very suitable for describing the adjacency structure of a graph. Then we prove that every BNLC language is of bounded index (which is shown not to be true for arbitrary graph languages). Thus we exhibit properties (concerning graph invariants) of BNLC languages which are intrinsic to this class. We use them to demonstrate that certain graph languages are not BNLC languages. For example, we prove that among all graphs in a BNLC language (i) there is only a finite number of Mycielski graphs (see Mycielski, 1955) and (ii) there is only a finite number of square grid graphs.
The paper is organized as follows. General notions concerning graphs and graph grammars are recalled in Section 1. In Section 2 we recall basic notions and properties concerning BNLC grammars. In Section 3 we consider the relationship between the chromatic number and the clique number of graphs in a BNLC language. In Section 4 we introduce the notion of the index of a graph and we demonstrate that every BNLC language is of bounded index. Finally, a discussion in Section 5 concludes this paper.
Preliminaries
We start with basic notations concerning graphs and graph grammars which we need for this paper. We assume familiarity with rudimentary graph theory, e.g. in the scope of Harary (1969) .
For a finite set V, we denote its cardinality by # V.
Graphs
We consider finite undirected node labeled graphs without loops and without multiple edges. For a set of labels 27, a graph X (over 27) is specified by a finite set V x of nodes, a set Ex of two-element subsets of Vx (the set of edges), and a function tpx from V x into 27 (the labeling function). The set of all graphs over 2? is denoted by ~z-Let X be a graph and let x~V x. The label set of X, lab(X), is the set {~Ox(y)ly~ Vx}. The neighborhood of x in X, neighx(x), is the set {ye Vxl{X,y } eEx}. The graph X-x is the subgraph of X induced by V x-{x}. A graph X' is isomorphic to X, if there is a bijection from Vx, to V x which preserves labels and adjacencies. The set of all graphs isomorphic to X is denoted by [X] . The size of)(, #X, is the number of nodes in X, i.e., #X= # V x. Disregarding the labeling function of X, one gets the underlying unlabeled graph of X, denoted by und(X). For a set L of graphs we denote by und(L) the set {und(X)lX~L }. For a label a, proja(X) denotes the subgraph of X which is induced by the a-labeled nodes in X. For a set of graphs L, proja(L)= {proja(X) IXeL}.
Graph grammars
A node label controlled (NLC) grammar is a system G= (Z,A,P, conn, Zax) , where Z is a finite nonempty set of labels, A is a nonempty subset of Z (the set of terminals), Pis a finite set of pairs (d, Y), where d~27 and Ye ~z (the set of productions), conn is a function from 27 into 2 z (the connection function), and Zax ~ cff r (the axiom).
By
The set 27-A is referred to as the set of nonterminals and we will reserve the sym- 
understood, then we often omit the inscription G in ~, ~, and ~.
The exhaustive language of G, S(G), is the set {X~ fYzlZax ~G X} and the language of G, L(G), is the set {Xe ~a IZax ~X}-A graph language L is an NLC language if there is an NLC grammar G such that L =L(G).
Definitions
Let ~ be a set of labels. A graph X is a ~-boundary graph, if no two nodes of X that are both labeled by elements of th are adjacent.
A boundary NLC (BNLC) Rozenberg & Welzl (1986a, b) , where also a number of basic properties have been elaborated. We recall here three of these properties as they are often implicitely used in proofs of this paper.
Proposition 2.1. Let G=(Z,A,P, conn, Zax ) In what follows we consider two graph languages to be equal if they coincide up to the empty graph.
We conclude this section by providing a technical tool which will be needed in forthcoming proofs.
Concrete derivations
Let G = (Z, A, P, conn, Zax) be an NLC grammar. If a graph X concretely derives a graph Z in G, replacing a node x by a graph Y, then, somewhat informally, we refer to the construct X ~ t~; r) Z as a concrete derivation step in G (from X to Z).
A sequence of 'successive' concrete derivation steps in G D: Xo~(xo, r,)X 1 ~(x,,Y2)X2"'" ~(xn_,,yn)Xn.
where n>O and the sets Vxo, Vy,, 1 <_i<_n, are pairwise disjoint, is referred to as a 
Chromatic number versus clique number in BNLC languages
Let X be a graph and let n be a positive integer. An n-coloring of X is a function from Vx into {1,2, ..., n}. An n-coloring of X is called proper, if it assignes different 'colors' to adjacent nodes in X. The chromatic number, x(X), of X is the minimum n for which there exists a proper n-coloring of X. The clique number, to(X), of X is the maximum n such that there is a complete subgraph of X with n nodes.
A graph language L is of bounded chromatic number (of bounded clique number) if there is a positive integer k such that x(X)<-k (to(X)< k, respectively) for all XeL.
On the one hand, it is clear that to(X)<-x(X) holds for every graph X. Hence, a graph language of bounded chromatic number is also of bounded clique number. On the other hand, there are graphs with 'arbitrary small' clique number and 'arbitrary large' chromatic number -this result was proved in Mycielski (1955) and it is formally stated as follows.
Proposition 3.1. For every pair of integers n and m with 2 <n<<_m, there is a graph X such that to(X)<n and x(X)>_m. []
For example, triangle-flee unlabeled graphs with arbitrary high chromatic number can be constructed as follows. Let M 3 be the cycle of length 5. For i_> 4, M i is obtained from M i_ 1 by (i) adding to every node x in M i a node x' which is adjacent to all neighbors of x and (ii) adding an additional node y which is adjacent to all 'new' nodes. Then to(Mi)=2 and x(Mi)=i for all i, i>_3 (see Mycielski, 1955 , or also Bondy & Murty, 1976 In this section we show that such an independence between chromatic number and clique number cannot exist within a BNLC language. More precisely, we will demonstrate that for every BNLC language L and every positive integer n, there is an integer m, such that, for all XeL, to(X)<<_n implies x(X)<m. This shows, e.g. that a u-BNLC language cannot contain an infinite number of Mycielski graphs.
First we state a lemma which is easy to prove. Proof. Since to(X) <-x(X) for every graph X, the 'only if' part of the theorem holds. To prove the 'if' part we proceed as follows. Let L be a BNLC language of bounded clique number over a set of labels d. By Lemma 3.2 it suffices to show that, for all a e A, proja(L) is of bounded chromatic number. Let a be an arbitrary but fixed label from A. By Rozenberg & Welzl (1986b, Theorem 3.3) , there is a normalized BNLC grammar G = (X, {a}, P, conn, Zax) such that L(G) = prOja(L ). Clearly, we may assume that G is reduced, i.e., for each label A ~Fthere are graphs X and X' such that Zax ~X ' ~X, XeL(G) and A e lab(X'). We consider now seperately two cases.
Case 1: a ~ conn(a). Then every graph in L(G) consists of connected components each having no more than maxr(G) nodes. Hence, z(X)<_maxr(G) holds for all X~L(G). This settles the first case.
Case 2: a e conn(a). Here we proceed as follows. First we prove a number of consequences (claims) of the fact that L(G) is of bounded clique number. These properties allow us to define for each graph XeL(G) a 2 #F-coloring (based on a derivation of X in G) which is 'almost' proper. Finally, we point out how this coloring of X can be extended to a proper 2 #Fmaxr(G)-coloring of X.
Let Moreover, we write A ~-~B, if A, B e C(/-') and there is a production p = (A, Y) e P such that there are nodes x, ye V r with ~or(x ) =a, ~0r(Y)=B, and {x,y} eEy; we say then that p productively transfers A to B.
Obviously, A ~--B implies A r~B. We will demonstrate that A ~B excludes B ~*A.
Claim 1. If A~-~B, then B--A does not hold.
Proof of Claim 1. Assume to the contrary that A ~-~B and B*A hold for some A, B ~ C(F). Let m be an arbitrary positive integer. Then the following procedure leads to a graph whose clique number exceeds m.
(1) Derive from Zax a graph containing an A-labeled node z0. Let i= 1.
(2) Apply to zi-1 a production which productively transfers A to B. Let xi, Yi be two (fixed) nodes derived in this step such that xi is adjacent to yi, xi is labeled by a, and Yi is labeled by B. (Note that xi and Yi are adjacent to all nodes xj, j = 1, 2,..., i-1.) (3) Apply now to Yi a sequence of productions which gradually transfers B to A (in such a way that always a node derived in the previous step is replaced in the next one). Let zi be an A-labeled node obtained in the last step. If the applied sequence was empty, let zi=Yi . (Note that zi is adjacent to all xj, j = 1, 2,..., i.) (4) If i<_m, then let i=i+ 1 and go back to step (2).
(5) Apply 'terminating sequences' of productions to all nonterminal nodes (i.e., derive a terminally labeled graph from every nonterminal node).
It is easily seen that {xl, x2, ..., Xm ÷ 1 } induces a complete subgraph of the graph obtained by the above procedure. Since rn was chosen arbitrarily, this contradicts the fact that L(G) is of bounded clique number. Hence the assumption that A ~.--~.B and B*.~A hold is false and the claim follows.
Consider now a concrete derivation D of a graph XeL(G) from a graph X 0 e [Zax ] . For x, y ~ V x, we write x~y, if {x, y} ~ E D, pred(x) e hist(y) and pred(y)~hist(x). We write x~y if {x,y}eE D and pred(x)=pred(y) (i.e., pred(x) e hist(y) and pred(y) e hist(x)). Note that for all {x, y} e Ex, exactly one of the relations x-'y, y-'x or x~y holds (see Proposition 2.4(1)).
Claim 2. Let x,y, ze Vx be such that x-'z, y-'z and q~D(pred(x) )=~oD(pred(y))= ~0D(pred(z)). Then pred(x) = pred0').
Proof of Claim 2. Consider hist(z)= (z0,zl, ..., Zk), k_> 1. There must be indices i,j such that pred(x)--zi and pred(y)=zj.
(i) Assume that i<j. Clearly, a~conn(~o(Zt) ) for all l, i+2<_l<_k (see Proposition 2.4(2)). Thus, in particular, aEconn(~oD(Zj+l) ). Moreover, at conn(q~o(zj) ). If j>_i+ 2, then this is straightforward. If j=i+ l, then, since zj= pred(y), we have ~D(Zj)=~D(Zk_I) and so indeed aeconn (q~o(zj) ). Hence, all labels q~D(Zj), ~D(Zj+I), ... , are from C(I"). Since y and zj+l are produced in the same derivation step (i.e., pred(y)=pred(zj+l)) and since {y, zj+I}eED (otherwise {y,z}~E D which contradicts y-'z), we have qJD(Zj)~D(Zj+I). But ~Po(Zj+ I)*tPD(Zk-1) = ~D(Zj) which is a contradiction to Claim 1.
(ii) Analogously, assuming that i >j leads to a contradiction. Consequently, i =j and so Claim 2 holds.
Claim 3. Let x, y, z e Vx , x-'y, pred(y)=pred(z). Then x -" z holds.
Proof of Claim 3. Since y and z have the same label and both are derived in the same derivation step, the claim holds.
For A e F, let Vx A = {x e Vx I ¢Pa(pred(x))= A }. The function aA from Vx a to {0, 1 } is inductively defined for x e Vx A as follows:
aA(X) = (01 Claim 4. aA is well-defined on the whole set V A.
Proof of Claim 4. Assume that 0tA is not defined on the whole set V A. Then there are nodes x, y, z e V ff such that y-" x, z---' x, and aA (Y) = 1 and aA (Z) = 0 are defined Recall that ~0D(pred(x)) = ~0D(pred0')) = ~0D(pred(z)) =A and hence it follows by Claim X'-'* y which Claim if there is no node y e V A with y ~x or if, for all nodes ye V A with y-'x, aAO')= 1 is already defined, if, there is at least one node y e V ff with y-'x and, for all nodes y e V ff with y-" x, aA (Y)= 0 is already defined.
2 that pred(y)= pred(z). Since aA (Y)= 1, there is a node x'e V~, such that and aA(X')=0 is already defined. However, by Claim 3 also x'-'z holds is a contradiction to the fact that aA (Z)-0. Hence the claim holds.
Let x, y ~ V ft. If aA (X) = aA (Y) and {x, y} ~ Ex, then x~y.

Proof of Claim 5. If x'~y does not hold, then either x-'y or y-'x holds. In either case this would imply ct A (x)=/: aA (Y).
Hence the claim follows.
Let {AI,A2,...,As}, s= #1, be an arbitrary but fixed enumeration of all elements from F. We define a 2s-coloring a of X as follows
It is obvious from Claim 5 that if ct(x)=a(y) and {x,y} ~Ex, then x,--,y, that is, pred(x)=predO,). Hence, for all j, l_<j_<2s, the subgraph of X induced by the nodes x with a(x) =j has connected components of maximal size maxr(G) (this was meant by 'almost' proper). Consequently, the coloring a can be easily extended to a proper 2s maxr(G)-coloring of X. Hence the theorem holds. [] As a matter of fact one gets the following functional dependency between the clique number and the chromatic number of graphs from a BNLC language. Corollary 3.6. Every u-BNLC language contains only a finite number of Mycielskigraphs. [] Remark. It can be shown that every infinite unlabeled NLC language contains an infinite u-BNLC language. Hence, we can infer from Corollary 3.6 that the set of Mycielski-graphs is not an unlabeled NLC language. [] We conclude this section with a decidability result which can be proved using Theorem 3.3: it is decidable whether or not L(G) is of bounded chromatic number for an arbitrary BNLC grammar G. First we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.7. There exists an algorithm which, given an arbitrary BNLC grammar
G, yields a BNLC grammar Gc such that L(Gc) is the set of all complete subgraphs of graphs from L(G).
Proof. Let L =L(G) , where G is an arbitrary BNLC grammar. Then we can effectively construct a BNLC grammar G'= (27; A ', P', conn; Z') which generates the set of induced subgraphs of graphs from L(G) (see Rozenberg & Welzl, 1986b, Theorem 3.1).
A BNLC grammar G" = (Z'; A ", P", conn" Z") is called context consistent, if there is a function r/ from F" into 2 ~" such that, for every XeS(G") and every nonterminal node xe Vx, tl(q;x(X) )= {~x(Y)]Y e neighx(x)} holds. That is, for A eF", r/(A) is the set of labels which occur in the neighborhood of a node (in any graph from S(G")) labeled by A. From Rozenberg & Welzl (1986a, Theorem 3.2) it follows that we can construct a normalized context consistent BNLC grammar G"= (Z'; d '; P", conn" Z") with L(G")=L(G'). Let v/be the 'context describing' function of G".
Obviously, the set of all complete subgraphs of graphs from L is exactly the set of all complete graphs from L(G"). Now it is not too difficult to see that the set of all complete graphs from L(G") is generated by the BNLC grammar Gc= (Zc, Ac, Pc, connc, Zc) 
Index in BNLC language
In the previous section we considered the relation between two well-known graph invariants in a BNLC language. In this section we introduce a new graph invariant, the so-called index of a graph, which describes a Significant part of the restriction put on BNLC languages (by their generating grammars). Remark. In order to indicate the bounds involved in the definition of index, we could have used the terminology (1/4, 1/2)-index(X) rather than index(X). However, since these are the only bounds we consider, we omit this additional 'prefix' in the notation. [] A graph language L is of bounded index (of bounded sub-index), if there is a positive integer k such that index(X)< k (sindex(X)< k, respectively) for all X e L.
We will show that every BNLC language is of bounded sub-index. First of all, we observe that 'being of bounded sub-index' is a 'nontrivial' property.
Example. Let We claim that for k>_ 1 and n= #Sk (=(k+ 1)2), index(Sk)___ Lx/-n/8J. This can be shown as follows.
Let Uc_ V& be such that n/4< # U<_ rn/2 7 , and let O= V&-U. Then there are at least Lx/-n/2J nodes on the frontier of the subgraph induced by Cr (a node in t? is on its frontier, if it has a neighbor in U). This can be easily seen by taking a 'geometric view' of the problem and using the isoperimetric inequality. At most four of the nodes on the frontier of O can be U-equivalent (note that every node in Sk has at most four neighbors). Consequently, indexu(Sg)>_ L /2J/4-> L /8A and the above assertion holds. Of course, the bound is far from 'optimal'; however, it suffices for our purpose. [] Next we prove a basic property (as regards index) of derivations in normalized BNLC grammars.
Lemma 4.1. Let G = (Z,, A, P, conn, Z) be a normalized BNLC grammar and let D be a concrete derivation in G of a graph XeL(G) from a graph Xo~ [Z] . Then there are nodes Yl, Y2, ..., Yg, k>_l, in V D, such that for U=~i:l targ(yi) , (a) #X/4< # U<_ F#X/2], and (b) indexu(X)< #A + maxr(G).
Proof. Clearly the assertion holds for Xwith #X= 1. So let us assume that #X_> 2. Let £ be a nonterminal node in Iio and let Yl,Y2,-.-,Yl, 1_> 1, be an ordering of all nodes y with pred(y) = £ such that (C 1) # targ(yi) > # targO'i+ l ) for i, 1 _< i < 1-1, and (C2) nonterminal nodes precede terminal nodes. Recalling the remark following Corollary 3.6 in Section 3, we can infer from Corollary 4.3 that the set of all square grid graphs is not an unlabeled NLC language.
Clearly, every square grid graph has chromatic number 2 and, moreover, it is planar. 
Discussion
The present paper concludes the series of three papers investigating basic properties of BNLC grammars and languages. The class of BNLC languages is certainly a mathematically natural subclass of the class of NLC languages -it can be defined either by requiring a simple property of all graphs involved in an NLC grammar (i.e., axiom and right-hand sides of productions) or by requiring a simple property of the connection function. We believe that the presented results (here and in Rozenberg & Welzl, 1986a, b) demonstrate that the class of BNLC grammars (and languages) is an interesting class to investigate and that it can play a role in the theory of graph grammars.
Clearly, until now we have considered only the most basic problems concerning BNLC grammars. Many questions about this class still have to be asked (and answered!) in order to get a better understanding of BNLC grammars and languages. We mention here three possible problem areas.
(1) Relationships of the class of BNLC languages to various other classes of graph languages considered in the literature.
(2) Complexity of various standard graph problems but considered within the class of BNLC languages.
(3) Combinatorial properties of BNLC languages, in particular search for more graph invariants which describe properties of BNLC languages (as opposed to arbitrary graph languages or languages from different families).
